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I want to use rxjs forkJoin in a Angular 6

function. getStatus(id: number):
Observable { return this.getStations()

.map(data => data.filter(data =>
data.stationId === id)) .map(data =>
data.status); } I expect the 'getStatus'

function to execute when all the
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'getStations' calls completes. Note: I
cannot get the time to execute some
other function because of the data is

returned and the nextTick of the
'getStations' is not possible as it returns

Observable. A: From what you are
saying I gather that you want the'status'
of all the stations to be emitted at once,

but you don't seem to know what
Observable that should be, so here is an
example of how that would work if you
wanted it to happen now. getStatus(id:

number): Observable { return
this.getStations() .map(data =>

data.filter(data => data.stationId ===
id)) .map(data => data.status); } const
status$ = this.getStatus(11).map(status
=> status); When calling status$, you

can assign it to a variable to handle the
value, do whatever you need to do with
it, then assign the'status$' variable to
something else if needed. Hope this

helps. Q: Gradient
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Multiloop Beta Trapped Enzyme-

catalyzed Synthesis of Styrene Oxide
from Styrene C6-oxidoreductase: Kinetic

studies and stereospecificity of the
enzyme. Styrene oxide, a versatile and

biologically important epoxide, is
synthesized from styrene by styrene-
oxidizing enzymes. In this work, we

report the systematic studies of the role
of the enzyme species in the multiloop

beta-trapped enzyme-catalyzed
synthesis of styrene oxide from styrene.

The multiloop beta-trapped enzyme
from Pseudomonas cepacia catalyzes

the direct conversion of styrene to
styrene oxide. The reactions proceed by
a multiloop mechanism, in which a key
intermediate is converted to the actual
enzyme/product complex. In order to

understand the mechanism of the
enzyme, the reaction was examined
with whole cells, purified wild-type

enzyme, and two variants: V84L and
M315I. The wild-type enzyme catalyzed

the synthesis of styrene oxide with a
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maximum rate of 10 mol H2O2 per mol
acetophenone oxidized per min. The

V84L variant was found to be
catalytically competent, but it showed
more than 100-fold reduction in the

specific activity of styrene oxidation. In
contrast, the M315I variant behaved as
a dead-end enzyme, with the specific

activity of approximately 0.5 mol
H2O2/mol oxidized acetophenone.

Incubation of the enzyme with styrene
during styrene epoxidation, in the

absence of oxygen, did not enhance the
catalytic efficiency of styrene

epoxidation, indicating that oxygen is
essential for the catalytic mechanism of
this enzyme. In summary, the present

study reveals that styrene oxide
formation from styrene by the multiloop

beta-trapped enzyme proceeds via a
multiloop mechanism and requires

oxygen for the catalytic activity. We
conclude that oxygen is required to

generate the putative reactive oxyiron-
oxyl species, which oxidize the C6

carbon in the intermediate multiloop
intermediate. Furthermore, we also
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to Excel, but I can't get this to work. I
know the issue is somewhere in the
AND IF statement, but I'm not sure

where. Would really appreciate some
help! A: The * indicates a wildcard for
"any text" (for example, if you want to
check whether anything is in the array,
the formula will return TRUE as long as
there is ANY text in the cell). So for this
formula, TRUE will be returned as long
as any of the cells (2,3,4,5) contain the
word "ME" So, as an example of using

the AND function: =AND(2="ME",
3="ME", 4="ME", 5="ME") You can also

use: =AND(OR(2="ME", 3="ME",
4="ME", 5="ME"),) ) for improving the

efficiency of the layer-by-layer
assembly process, for example coating
the nanoparticle residues from the first
layer by a second nanoparticle layer.
The solvent, which dissolves at least

one of the nanoparticles and/or
prevents any further layer-by-layer

assembly, or which is freely soluble in
both the nanoparticles and in the

polyelectrolytes (for example water or
the like), is optionally separated from
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the nanoparticles by simply filtration.
The coating of the nanoparticles may
occur before, or in a separate stage or
step to, the layer-by-layer assembly,
and optionally before or during the

assembly of the first layer. The layer-by-
layer assembly may be carried out in

the solvent which is used for the coating
of the nanoparticles. The polyelectrolyte

may be a polyanion
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